VENO TAUFER

CRACKED WORDS
, Let us imagine this thought in its most terrifyingform: existe11ce,
as it is, pointless and aimless, always inevitably returning, without
tenninatingin nothingness: "etemally returni11g ''.
Friedrich Nietzsche: Will to Power

1.0 The context
Veno Taufer's first collection of poems, Leaden Stars, was
published in 1958. When literary historians and interpreters discuss
Taufer's poetry and its beginnings respectively, they discuss it comparatio est mater studiorum - together with the poetry of Dane
Zajc and Gregor Strniša. They both, like Taufer, published their
first collections of poems at the end of the fifties: Zajc' s Scorched
Grass was published the same year as Leaden Stars, Strniša's
Mosaics the next year. 1
The appearance of the three poets was a significant
switchover, especially in the context of the literary trends from
1945 to the end of the fifties, which marked the SI ovene poett-y for
the next few decades. In 1953 it had been foreshadowed from afar,
but was above ali (socially) enabled by Poems oj the Four (Kajetan
Kovič, Ciril Zlobe<::, Janez Menart, Tone Pavček), which was at
the tirne an undoubtedly important poetic gesture. From today's
perspective this volume, »the first collective, manifested. young
poets' appearance with intimist lyric« (B. Paternu), is not something
entirely new, a breakthrough, which would ha ve been unsurpassed
in the Slovene pre-war literary tradition (what 1 ha ve in mind is
particularly the poetry of Božo Vodušek). It represents primarily
! That T:;nrfer and Zajc had to publish their books as samizdat epitomizes and
highlights the literary, and particularly the cultural"political situation of the tirne.
Stn1iša's book only (at first sight being a bit more "classical", and hence more
acceptable to tbe then cultural ideologists, but in fact no less "problematic") was
ollowecl to be published by an "official" publishing house.
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the beginning ofa return to the poetic practice, which is not burdened
by the collectivism of the partisan-building »aesthetics« and
sociorealistic ideology of exalting the artists to the status of
· engineers of human souls. Therefore, the merit of the four poets
is to ha ve opened the poetic scene.
The starting. point of Taufer's, as well as that of Zajc's and
Strniša.' s poetry, was considerably different from that of Kovie,
Zlobec, Menart, orPavček. In 1958, for instance, which marked the
puJ:)lj_catiQn_of T~11fer's L~adenSJars and Zajc~s Scorcbed Grass,
the first collection of poems by Paveek and the second collection of
poems by Zlobec were published as well. The titles themselves,
particularly if compared to Taufer's or Zajc's, are illustrative enough
of their poetry: Pavček's Dreams go on living as well, and Zlobec' s
Love. Dreams and love are the idealities, paradigmatic of
romanticism and its tradition, and constitueht of the poetics of both
poets, being committed to the homeland idylls and love vitality
respectively. With Taufer and Zajc, however, dreams and leve as
something redemptive, having the ability to patch the gaps on the

---------

-world-'--s-ma:J3'°turn-:J3reb-lernat-i-e"anclcquestionable;~with=Stn1tša~rJ:te 0~~-~, --~--two idealities share the sameparticularfate (in accordance with his
later "awareness of the universe'', being the basis of negating
anthropocentrism and subjectivismof any kind).
The world starts crumbling inwardly and the poetic "answers"
_go .beJ'ond ti}_~ hori~ons. of rnmantic disillusionment, humani srp,.:.
s-entimeht, atidself-sufficierit "privacy"ori the"socfal" leve!; they
become increasingly in tune with the truth of the new, the
disenchanted world and its sharp edges. Theworld of leaden stars,
-seorched- grass,- and-mosaics:-1t was ti me to he-m:l-focdifferenr;
cmeller provinces, and to arm oneself with a new Ianguage.

2.0 Rainy season
"A farewell to one' s youth", bidding farewell to childhood

-·----
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collecti ve appearance, are entitled programmatically: The First
Autwnn (Menart), A Day Too Early (Kovič), The Runaway
Childhood (Zlobec), Dreams Go On Living (Pavček). A Solitary
Tree by Cene Vipotnik could be added as well. Childhood dreams
is just anothername for the tirne of the revolution and the euphoria
of the victorious, which is the tirne of the total commitment to the
historical te los (the early brigadier-activist poems of the majority
of the above mentioned poets, written in the first post-war
_ perestmika). Aretreatintothe "intimacy",into the solipsistsphere
of the beautiful soul, is their answer to the watery revolutionary
ethos, replacing the reflexion of their engagement and their
identification with the revolutionary project.
The world image, portrayed by Taufer 's first collection, is
to an extent marked as well by the "disillusionment" and the
experience of the "too early maturity". Yet Leaden Stars do not
· · · ·.
acquiesce in escaping in to the intimistic oasis. The collection aspires
· ··
to be a "dec!aration of a generation", whereby it detects the state
<>
of affairs, which is outwardly manifested by theplural voice "we'',
~~ ~ t1sed~frequently.···i1r'l'auferL:;=eariy~p-oems":~t\1T e-xanrpi~ITFOTie·· of -· -o-~~··-"··~3,;:
the most outstanding poetic confrontations with the generation of
revolutionary fathers is Melancholy of the Second Echelon, a
cycle of five poems, in memory of my father, ki/led in 1943.
The verses "we wait / for the faces and signs / of the fathers" 2
document Jhe empty _Space h.eLween.._The w_orld oLthe fatherS-was the world ()f the revolution, the fotal world, where there was
no difference between the ideality and the reality, between a "what~
should be" and a "what-is". A revolutionary action, an exchange ~
in~Marxist-words=of "the kingdom ofnecessity" for-''the kingdom-of freedom", implies the negation of any (and a romantic one above
ali) dualism.

dreams, is one of the central themes, characteristic of the postwar generation of poets. Tothe authors of Poe ms ofthe Four it is
of outstanding importance; their collections, following their

When Taufer's poetry is quoted, ali the corrections and changes, occurring in the
later editions, are t::tken into account. The present selection is made according to
the author's wish. The most conspicuous changes are the switch of capital letters far
the small ones, and somewhere, particularly in his earlier poems, the condensation
of words and verses.
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But: "they've gone I and leftin us / a resonant memory / of
light footsteps''. The starry sky of the fathers has turned in to the
leaden rain, the moral law in the hearts of the sons has been left
without its substance: "and so many paths I no one knows / which
one is right". Therefore, the declaration of the generation is the
declaration of the generation syndrome at the same tirne. A pure
joy of "loyal death" can be the only heroic gesture in the world of
the fallen heroes. The great story of the. forebears is no longer
realizable in the living present]!is pr~serv~c1 as a_ st_ory only;
- -gaziri}f at ff meanSgazing at it from the distance. It does not exist
as something real but as a dri ve of the (loyal) memory, which
blocks any activity: "when we die / with our last respects / and our
last gaze/ ofadmiration / at our forebearer' s immortality / we will
not know / that they are/ dying with us".
With Taufer it is the proximity of death, not the flow of
loyalty and vitalism, that dominates the "reality": "all day long the
sun sharpens the scorched knives" (The Agony oj Drought). The
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absurd. The romantic disillusionment, expressive pathos, and
sentiment, still play quite an important part in the poems where the
"viewpoint of the narration" is strnctured by the first-person voice.
What suits them is a more immediate intonation, which, however,
also is "hermetic" - considering the current movements in SI ovene
literature. This also -as to the European context - is one of the
developmental paradoxes of modem Slovene poetry.
A Prisoner ofFreedom (1963),Taufer's second collection
of poem s, is stylistic-ally andthematicallymore de ar. Thetitles of
Taufer' s collections of poems, by the way, de fine each poetic
intention most precisely, offering an insight into the chronology of
the poet' s poetic metamorphoses at the same tirne. Leaden Stars
alludes to the unbearable (co )existence of two parallel worlds:
"the ideal" one, which is no longer present in the sense of the
historical, "activated" present, but presses down on this present
with the leaden weight of its former ~ unrepeatable - greatness
and puritv; and "the actual" one. which is point-less ::ind split: its

~,~~--~= -----~;~~t~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~a\0;~:~e~~~~0~rb~Yf~;~Šie~11lf1f1~~-i~~s~----
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dual of love cannot offer a safeasylum; ''c!ose gorges ofdarkness"
only. Yet, this absolute, unattainable past traumatizes the present/
and "the froth ()ffear" (Your Birds) are its other face; "we two
the future. And it is no coincidence that The Poem oj Heroes
wiU be a cracked carcass / cursed by the blind sun" (The Agony
ends with the verses: "heroes did not die /they have all returned".
oj Drought).
The title A Prisoner oj Freedom corresponds with the
Li terary his to ry assess mefl!:__()f_J,e ade 11$._ta rs as in tmduciJlg ____ ----.__ ____ _ -e.xi~tent.ialist-thGugh t~Abov&-all it ceFFe-Sf>OHEis--witl'l-8artcre-'-s-fomou8-- ------··comp!etely new formal crea.ting pri11dples in to SiOvene poetry"
formulatlon, which claims that a man "is condemned to freedom" 3 •
(J. Pogačnik) refers particularly to Taufer's (gradual) abandoning
However, this does not imply that Taufer's second col!ection of
of solid poetic composition and punctuation marks, of associative
poems merely (and not in the least thetically) poeticizes the premises
__ c;omhination_s,_of a~logicalness, of-"the distance of reason'\ of "the
-ofexistentialistphilosophy. The langliage 6fA Prifoher ofFreedoni
cerebral" ... It points to the fact that Veno Taufer, if we repeat the
is more sophisticated in comparison with Leaden Stars; the fo1mer
generally accepted evaluation, is one of the beginners (and Iatet·
most noticeable technopoetic feature of Taufer's poetry, the plural
one of the main actors) of Modernism in Slovenia.
However; the modernistic poetics of Leaden Stars still
' "lf on the other hand there is no god, there are no values or commands in front of
intermingles with some more traditional poetic principles. It is
us to enact our behaviour as law. In front of L.1s or behind us, in the bright area of
values there are no excuses or entitlements. We are alone, without an excuse. 1 will
associated with different philosophical thoughts at a tirne: from
put it ;his way: man is condernned to freedom." (Existenrialism is a kind o( hwnw1ism,
the early-Marxism to the existentialism, and the philosophy ofthe
1. P. Sartre)
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voice, hardly ever speaks. The former between-the-lines ,-,socio~
critical" (and moral, tespectively) perspeetive switches t~ a
detached, impersonal att~tude, reminding us of (which is mos.t explicit
in the cycle Slovenc Sonnets 62) the modernized " Vodušek's
criticism of the tornanfrc lyrical stibject" (J. Kos).

The eye is condemned to blind11ess, the voice. to silence. Such is
·the destiny of Orpheus under the vaults of "the si lent sky", in "the
marble sileoce of the sky" (A Weil). The silence of the sky is
ahother name for the absent transcendence, for the world of the
dead God. Man without any eschatolbgical goals is truly only a
"prisoner of freedom" in the desubstantiated, defocused universum;
2.1. Mute Orpheus
the logic of "progressing" can only be spirallyEliotean: "beginning
The poems of A Prisoner oj Freedom which are
with no beginning alidwithoutend" (Sea !). Or somewhere else:
.,
,
"pmvocatively" entitled according to the conventionalizedrnmantic
"everyone
circles
in.
his
own
circle"
(
Voyages).
Being
rnarked
.
·
''~:"y3
1
:----- --- ---trn:ditiGnfbeve-1,A-Well,-A-ttt-ttmn-Poem;-;-~/-aim:te-s-san~oiai:Ogic___ - - -- -T ---~--- --- --witffdeath, w1Himortalffy;lflnedesHny, wfiiC]}:bastcaITydetermfnes ____ --- ·~~
and more at an uncompromising reckoning with every new-age
the modes of man's existence and his self-awareness, and is a
romanticizing form or with the aesthetics of ''the beautiful and the
discernible feature cif Taufer' s poetry (characteristic not only of
sublime". Love is. no redeeming totality, buta Rilkean story of two
his early poerns, but of his whole opus). And it is not about a
solitudes, joined by anticipating death, a well is no symbol of
physicaf death, about an inexorable cognitlon only that ~as Taufer
wisdom or vitality, buta bloody abyss, autumn is no festival of the
says in one of his interviews - "man's birth is actually his death",
earth, serene maturity etc., but merely the tirne of the harsh, almost
and that one's life "is measured by one's death", it is abont a
apodictic "judgement": "the wotld is built and static" (Autw:nn
distinct position of modern poetry; the "ethics" of its words is
Poem).
dete1mined by recognizing the end of any self-evidence, of national"Poetological" _problems and the poet's s~lf-"refl~illQ!L~-'-~·-~~-.:----~~--~.=:.offi~_ifil._.-~os~falne-&,s.~Lapplicabilicy;. nf . allailabiJi~o,f.,,tL\e~·-~~---·--~
-~-~ respecti\iely are-a significarit innovation:introduced by thepoern . •
.··· !
"spectacular function" Qf literatu.re.
· ·- Orphebtsy andthen extensivelydevelopedbythe cycle:: more than
Iri A Pri.SonerofFreedom the process of dep.ersonaiizatfon,
significc.tntly entitled - Mute Orpheus. The "poetic awareness" is
being as a rule constituent of poetic modernity, is already set to
threatened from two directio11s~ by tlie expefienC:e 6f silence and of work. And it is Taufer, who is a legitimate heir io, ancl In Slovenia,
word deficiehcy on one hand, turning in to a declaration of its own
the most outstanding introducer of modernity. In his later collections
~~~~~~lpks~n~~~'- ?:J:f!d .QrU!Je.otber band...hy. the."outs1 .e ., s0c1a··
of·poems:!tche·p0eH-csofm0aem·is·m11 becomes·increasing1yrndicaL
unresponsiveness, beeomingmore and more .a historical aestiti.)'
Tlie impersorial form, the semantic ambivalence, reification, the ·
for modern poetry. New-Age Orpheus renounces any kind of
lexical dissonance, fragmentariness, and the compact poetic
,
orpheism, and even calls it in to questiQn.~ he _isJ:i_11t (l:Jlg~~shac:l<;mc_ _ -~ ____________ J&nguag~,_w_hi\:b_int:entionall~~aY_oidsJheimmediate_y_erbalizatimL_ -~'2'":'1~~~~
-~--~-·onlie fOimerlysediic-tivesing:er-("toom~ch spittle in his throat his
of man' s; subjectiveness and "mental states" - they ali become
..
voice is stifled") and the harmonious musician ("holds the music
more explicit through the collections.
upside down in angelic hands"). And more: "his heart is a.bird of
" .. J have aspired to discover and form my what in my
prey I it pecks o ut hi s eyes perches in his skull" (Orpheus ). in one
particular how all alcmg." These retrospecti ve words of Taufer about
of the poems the principal poet' s "organs" are.defined as "an eye
his own poetry-lllustrate his specific poetic atti.tude sufficiently
ofeyes which looks into itself and uninterruptedly bli11dly sees all /
well. What makes them interesting is the factthat they were induced
a voice alone and !ost which can never make itself heard" (Sea /).
by his reflection on ''the similarities and differences" among the
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three poets Zajc, Strniša, and himself. It is immediately apparent
that, among the three, Taufer's poetry is the Ieast "communicative"
- which is also due to his paying far poeticizing "the anguish of
language". The "self-destruction of thematic poetry" is presented
in a clearly sensual way, and at the same tirne Taufer is the "first
to thematize the ironic distance to poetry itself" (N. Grafenauer).
If poetry assumes a distance to itself, if it is "self-ironic", it cannot
announce any "metaphysical truth" any more. In other words, a
poetic act as a development of the self-revealing truth is never
called intoquestion by Zajc's andStmiša's poetry: with them both,
the development of poetry equals the development of truth, and is
thus on the metaphysical leve!: The totality of existence is measured
and evaluated frorn its privileged poetic position. Thence the serious
tone, and with Zajc evenprophetic incantations.
It is different with Taufer: his poems are not in tune with
any "truth" of the kind, and least of all with the truth capitalized.
They are not guided by the cognitive instinct, which is the_basis of
poetic ethos, aiming at the pedestal of universality, but by the
~Ci\\'..ar~11_e§.sgffrngm~n tasjn_~S.~, ufnon~Jota!ity,and-of the-i=elat-iv-ity
of the world. However, Taufer' s poetry does not announce this
relativity in a discursive way, distailced from its "subject'' - as in
this way it would negate itself and its own starting-point respectively,
cunningly becoming a poetic meta-language- it sensually manifests
it. This can only be done by the language fragmentariness and
inno_vation whentherne-anings- canneverbefixed;·tostepintothe
world labyrinth means to step into the language labyrinth. The
result is, of course, "small" from the point of view of traditional,
pre-modernistic poetry, because, whatmakes things worse, this
poetry, its values, and the poetics, based on them, -are put in to
question again and again.
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2.2 Forward to the future
Exercises and Homeworks ( 1969), Taufer's third
collection, broadens his poetic horizon noticeably. "Social
criticism'', which was in the form of moral engagement and serious

pathos, only implicitly present in Leaden Stars, now retums in the
form of the parodic-ironic, even sarcastic, and a lot of times,
polemically oriented, attitude to the Slovene national mythology,
indirectly to the petty-bourgeois and middle-class jargon of
appropriateness as well, to mediocrity, to empty talk, to conformism
etc. This orientation culminates with the cycle A Church on a
Hillock, which speaks ironically about some typical symbols,
characteristic for the national and ideological "megastructure" of
Slovenianism.
In Exercises and Homeworks Taufer's poetics is committed
to the creation of a new, "non-ideological" language, which is based
on the incessant exploration ofits own possibilities of expression,
on discovering new, yet unverbalized, wodds~ Zajc and Strniša
have already put into question most of the ideology and the
metaphysical attributes, around which the symbolic order of
Slovenianism clustered. Taufer moves a step forward: he subverts
the traditional poetic language itself and its ideo-logical
structuralization. The voice of Exercises and Homeworks is not a
·----··-·''criticalvoice";whoseinterventionw0uldturnthewor1d's·order·----upside down, Itspositio11 isnot centrµl, it loses its ownJanguage, _
s~lidity, and a recognizable identity. New poetic methods coITespond
to this dispersity: an "experiment", a montage, language
constructions, a blend of different language levels. Numerous and
various literary "references", ranging from quotatiol)s, allusions,
imitatiofls·-·0r01aetpoetic ana·ranguageforms to sfylffafioiiI,~are
of great importance. Taufer exploits different poetic and traditional
worlds: the tradition of folk poetry, sermor\s, religious and drinking
songs, rnodified or "empiric" verses by Vodnik (To the Summit),
by Prešeren (Nocturno !, the cycle The Baptism .. . ), by Jenko (A
Meditation about the lnterior), by Gregoreie ... Within Taufer's
entire poetic opus it is in Exercies and Homeworks that the
frequency of "quotations" and "recasting poems" is most noticeable.
Sol11etimes they are used to speak ironically about the idyllic and
safely rounded image of the world which cannot be taken by
surprise, about "ali the Slovenes" ("let us sing a song /
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we brothers, who do know I yes, we know, we know / that we are
Slovertes"; A Meditation about the lnterior); and sometimes they
are "valuationally neutral" and they contribute to the Ianguage and
existential openess, to the multifaceted, and to the softening of any,
not Ieast the poetic dogmatism (the acrostic "to Puenik Jo•e'',
discemible in the poem Nocturno II, however, can be connected
with the political dogmatism of the tirne). The metaphysics of
Slovenianism and its language are called into question, are parodied,
and kept at a distance by Taufer's Ianguage exercises, which,
however, are stili determined by the object of their "criticism".
Therefore, the exercises become the homeworks as well: the
homeworks, whereby the destruction, the dis-integration of the false

1

totality and its Ianguage iconography help to achieve "purification
and rejuvena6on" of the traditional world and its Ianguage. The
hcimeworks as tasks whose aim is not merely to simply do away
with tradition in an avant-garde utopian way, but to poetically
reactivate tradition, to "liberate" its words from ossified meanings.
·Some poems (patticu!ar!y Voyage jiornto, which points
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second part in the poems, each consisting of three four-Iine stanzas,
and having a noun denoting a real thing, a phenomenon, or a living
being, as its title. A train of associations is then triggered, which
puts the word in the title in to different combinations, broadens and
above ali forms its semantic field anew. Thus the linguistic
conventions, the phraseologems, folk pieces of wisdom, are deconstrued, which results, among other things, in new sound,
syntactical, Iexical, rhytmical, and aesthetic qualities, The poetic
freedom develops into the adventure of language, into detecting
the cracks in the established linguistic practice. Freedorn is the
freedom within the Ianguage.

2.3 Between the innovation and the anguish oflanguage

The freedom within the language is the freedom of playing
with the Janguage, liberated from "ideological models" and from
the traditional "fabulating" of poems, from ''representativeness"
etc. The forther, "post-Taufer" destiny of modernism and
ultramodemism respectively testifies that the awareness of the
forwardtovisualandconcretepo~try)alr~~clY_Clll!JJ)_lJJ1Ce.aJransition__
·---·---''anguisfroflanguage''-··ma:yevenmaliytufitintoflre-1affguageor--·mrouHr<ifooc:le~mism-.::.:~whTd1i~Sl~~~~;ia flourished in the second
anguish alone,linguism intoconvention, oreven ideology, whichis
half of the sixties. The tenns referringto the moVeinerit, invented
ali in all the fate of any avant-garde. This development is reflected
precisely enough by Taufer's next step - from The Data to the
by the then modernist literary criticism ("reism", "ludism",
"linguism"), are almost identically covered by the poetics of
collection, again elucidatively entitledA Song-bookofVsed Words
Exercises and Homeworks.
(1975). Yet he himself cannot evade a basic para_9ox_:_ to bre(lk________
------~---~__If!_e_f24ta{19-72),_Taufer-'s~nl5x-teriginal-eoHection~is--a------------------~fffougn'"IT11gu1srii.'',TFiemoaei11ist''inethod''stilI prevails, whereas
thorough farewell to "thematic orientation"; it wants to produce
its "aim" - to break through the language "autoreferentialism" - is
new - syntactic as well as semantic - language forms, and thus, to
already surpassed. However, "staying at the halfway point" is not
a''deficiency"of'faufer'spoetics.Onthecontrary:ittestifiesto
break "within the text" the fixed ideas about theJimits and
· possibilities of the poetic language. The title itself - The Data the uncompromising, to "self-criticism", to the reflection of his
own endeavors and poetological dilemmas, which ha ve been the
gives the impression of something "objective", impersonal, real,
far awayfrom any subjectivism, "psychologizing" etc. It is about
destiny of poetic modernism from Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and
catologing the world, which is the world of facts . Thus, poetry is
Mallarme on. 4
tumed into an autonomous, "auto-referential" .play of lanauaae
b
b '
into a production of aesthetic pieces of "information", which are in
" Modem poetry has been brought to the edge of Ianguage by the experience of the
insufficiency of "traditional" poetic words. The demand for innovations, the
the first part of the book enclosed in the sonnet form, and in the
continuous jumping over the language borders, sooner or later turn into the clemancl
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The poetics of "the song-book of used words" is based on
the recognition of the im-possibility of total innovation. Accepting
that the words have already been used before results in the farewell
to the teleological, the avant-garde illusion about progress into
infinity, which sooner or latertums out to be a "bad infinity''. A
Song-book oj Used Words dismisses the radicalistn of The Data. It
aspires to step out of the world, being merely the world oj
language, and to retum to the existential, universally human
problems. With regard to its journey made, to the experience of
desubjectivism, of "dehumanization", of semantic ambivalence, of
the "alchemy of language" etc. this step cannot be done by simply
returning to the pre-modernist "poetry of experience" with its
''lyrical" voice. Within the horizon of modernistn (which cannot be
ignored, but its burden has to be borne, and the consequences
have to be accepted) and its language adventurism, being turned
into the anguish oflanguage, the step can only be done by carefully
approaching the mythicaI, "pre~logical" perception of the •.vorld,
when there was no difference between the _ world of words and
"··nre·wofla ortffing~f'.-:Nfore6ver: bi the begi/uzing ihere was the
word.
Taufer tries to poetically express the mythical-archetypal
by resorting to the tradition of (Slovene) folk poetry, but in his own
specific way: while a theme ordinarily varies in folk poems, in
Taufer itis cljss~cted ·; inte1msof th(; content, .the form, and the
melody, it is nota rounded unity any more, which was one of the
basic elements of folk poetry, taking into account its universal,
popular "intelligibility". In A Sq~~~-~oo~ of /:;'s~ci.lfof'c!sth~ ..
__,_,--_~;~-~,-~~---------__,

far the impossible. The only answer to it is the mallarmean "silent poem" (its most
radical Slovene "realization" is The Opus Zero by Zagoričnik). The logic of poetic
modernism is the logic of a gradual self-abolishment. · Mallarme's famous statement
about his own work as a kind of ''de<Jd end", or Benn's syntagmatic statement fifty
years later about a poem as a "nothingness demanding its form", detect .in their own
way the same position as Taufer's poetics of used. words. It is a similar experience,
only that Taufer 's experience needs to be understood in the specific context of
Slovene poetry. Taufer's s "subversiveness" and "radicalism" are much more distinct,
on account of his "Prešerenean structure".
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deconstructive method is used - which is generally a characteristic
poetic "method" with Taufer. He circles around separate bits of
motifs, at the same tirne approaching and distancing himself from
them, he uses and plays with different perspectives, positions, and
angles. Words are tom out of their manipulatively conventional,
traditionally common usage; they start to !ive a new life and vi brate
on always differentfrequencies, and at the same tirne, on account
of their own "participation" in the initiatory linguistic act, they
preserve the seal of the archetypal and the world-formation, of the
creator's unique gesture to denominate the world and its phenomena.
Taufer's poeticmethod that has been prevailing from his
first collections on is precisely defined by his own statement that
writing poems is "one hard struggle with language" - found in the
extensive text On the Usage oj Used Words, which accompanied
A Song-boo k oj Used lVimls. A hard stn1ggle with language means
resisting the seductive tetnptation to let the poems "close up", have
one meaning only, to let them put the world in order, and to iet
..... ·-c"---the.rn-org.anize itinto.awv.troUable-whole. Onthe.contrar.y,the_
poemsparticipate in the unknown-bound joumey: "the poem itself'
should be aware of its openess, of its un-clarity, ambiguity,
multifacetedness, and polysemy.
And being world-formational, the language is,
paradoxically, nearest to death. A Song-book oj Used Words on
the phenorriehoii of dealh. ''Death, dai'kness, nc)thltigness, ··g?d;
remain the reality of poems.", says Taufer in the accompanymg
text. The diversity and the simultaneous identicalness of these
---definitionsabove allsuggestthatpoetry-is-notandcannot· be amedium of a "positive", logically-discursive definition of "truth",
of "truthfulness". Both are always evasive due to the Jack of a
neutral perspective, of a meta-linguistic, meta-physical instance,
which could enable such a definition. Taufer's "answer" is in a
way logical: the truth is multifaceted, evasive, and its plural form
is much more appropriate. Poetry is a sensually illustrative
"staging" of the truth and the "truths" respectively. Death, darkness,
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nothingness, god cannot be "articulated", their (poetic) concept
cannot be developed, and even less defined in a predicative way.
Death, as weU as darkness, nothingness, and god, simply exist.
In the above-mentioned text, the foreword to his book,
Taufer has developed a most precise reading, an "interpretation"
of some of his poems. It would be pointless to summarize here ali
his extensive and instructive explanations. What is, however, worth ·
mentioning is that the quotability and the "dialogicalness" of
individual poems can be interwoven and blurred to such an extent
that they can only be deciphered by a very attentive and patient
reader. The more so because transformations, compositional
transferences, variations, and combinations are frequentlyinvolved.
Thus the thematic and "story-teiling" clarity of the "original s" is
no longer there, being only evoked by bits of associations, and

of the non-totality, of the fragmentariness, of the relativity of the
world. He makes an effort to articulate it as plasticaily as possible;
Taufer's poetics is the poetics of a fragment. Fragmentazing the
world and language is inherited from the paradigmatic gesture of
modernism: recognition of any ("traditional", ''metaphysical",
"classical") totality is deceptive. The famous sentence by Adorno
"The unrealis a totality", which is a "negative" paraphrase of the
even more famous sentence by Hegel "The real is a totality'',
expresses all the subversiveness of modernism (the fragmentariness
and the dispersity that the works of modernism attest to, results in
fragmentazing their ownreading and interpreting). The c)assical
rounding-up, "the organic", of the artistic works is preserved on
the forma! leve! alone. Por instance: the poetic form of a sonnet is
with Taufer really only a "form". At the same tirne his sonnets
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destroy the rigid architectonics of the .sonnet form, prescribed by

front oj Hell, A Bone oj a Corpse, Beautiful Vida, Pegam and
r .rtml~o.-nn,, ·J·
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the rules of versification; thus, the distance from tradition is
established again. The sonnet forn1, though being_prO\/isional, is a
_.... _. ___ ..... te.chf1QPQ~t_i~111l1st, . . bnt. '1Lth_e_sa11_1e tLme ... itjs ''irnnic"as .. weJl
because it obviously breaks the rules. The form is a necessary
arranging principle, a preconditior\, for a poem whieh has
abandoned the classical ''narration", the "thematicness", the "idea",
which ha ve guaranteed its entirety. By rneans of the forma poem
preserves its skeleton, without which it could not be distinguished
as such, and without which it wou1d be dissolved into an
inarticulated linguistic flow.The limit ofthejonn - in as much as it
is "modernized" and thus modified- is the limit of the (modernistic)
world as well.
Taufer's collection Straightening Nails and Other Poems
( 1979) goes forward in fragmentazing the world. And to repeat: a
fragment belies a totality. A totality is - within the modernistic
optic - "ideological". The language poeticalness is incompatible
with an ideology, with poeticizing a totality. Instead there are pieces,
independent remains of the fonnerly entire world, which are beyond
manipulability, beyond the set usage and beyond availability.
However, the play of language is not only something playful. As
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.. ~··~-- .--c.-6§_\\'~.§id_Q~for~,_Iaµfoi-'s.hasiceffqrt.is.tohr:eak.through
to the mythica~-archetypal cores, which are preserved in the tradition
of folkpoetry, whereby he fries to make contact with the universal
experience, having been verba!ized in the originative, not yet inflated
language, which is distant, yet in as much as committable. A bulk
of Iinguistic material has to be broken and dug through: but it is
stili the voice of moderni srn that form s, moulds, ·orgatlizes, and
"sends on" this material. A Song-book oj Used Words recovers
from the anguish of language and the pain of muteness by varying
_____ oldtexts,Jhe originsof whichlead-intotheancientp-re-Jeo-kalworldb
.
'
in to the world of absolute reality, where the words did not yet ha ve
a life of their own, and therefore, could not know the destiny of a
modem poet, "banished into these mu te wounds" (Lord Baroda).

2.4 The unreal is a totality
One of the guiding princip les of Taufer's poetry, which he
himsef points out in his discursive texts as well, is the experience
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already in A Song-book oj Used Words, the "aim" of Taufer' s
poetry in Straigthening Nails is to reconstruct the mythical
awareness. The "method" is distinctly minimalistic; the central
cycle, the title-cycle, is based on "second-class" words: adjectives,
past participles, conjunctions, attributes. By using such, according
to Taufer, "waste material", he tries to restore the power of the
primal experience, of the linguistic articulation, not yet subjected
to cliche, to the words "less appropriate" for poetry at first sight
(on account of which precisely they have remained "unused" in .
the poetictradition). Such a rotation, spiral circling of words with
each of their inversions, contributes to re-semantization; despite
its utterly reduced and ascetic vocabulary it enables the enlargment
of the poetic field.
Taufer's linguistic asceticism is simultaneously a Iinguistic
magic; with his double !evelled metaphor, lexical dissonance,
"atonic" and oxymoronically rhetorical strategy, he breaks through
-the te-mporal=locational-continuum--and the-cvnunon perceptive logic,
. --~12te.rs_~_b_at i_s_~Q!l~~t!y~Jy_E,!1cl.im:liyi<Jyglly11naware .0f,.awakens.
the half-Iost national, culturally-civilizational, personal memory:
''a wordturns o ver /falling on the teeth the tongue l turns overthe
path remains" (Mute among the Trees).
2.5 The prophecy of the circle
The second partof the collection, Waterlings,'.i goeseven
beyond the world of myths. He imrherses himself in the world of
physics. The poem to alt oj you everywhere I would speak from

to all of you everywhere I would speak
and my words and my horror would be flattened
one day the water will be fed up with prayers and promises
5 Extended and with the same title, it was published seven years later ( 1986),
independently as a collection; the present selection is from this collection.
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then the water will straighten its circles
and the reign of ice will come
the reign of the hard water
the bard reign of-the straightened circle
then the prayers will be fire
the fire of cold promises in a blazing sun
in a quartz crystal
the prophesy of the circle
will fall into pieces
int6 the fiat muddy water
of the horizon
Trnnslnted by
-

~v1ilne

Holton & author

-

The diction of thepoem is biblically prophetic. It is not
the. redemption that it announces but the Flood without Noah's
ark. And here we ha ve to look back on the journey that has been
made: the first poem of Leaden Stars was entitled The Sea (the sea
is a recurrent theme in Taufer's poetry). There are two decades
_.. b.etween the.twopoerns ;. and the.diffe1:ence, not. only atemporal
one, is obvious.Thepoem The Sea startswith the verses: "the sea
comes to the shore /it always only returns". And then it speaks, to
about
of shredded

Contrary to the poem The Sea there is nota trace of "souls",
"sad songs", "lights", in the poem to all ofyou everywhere lwould
speak. The language is much more harsh, condensed, and clear
from rich attributes. The "progress" happened, which Baudelaire,
one of the initiatiors of poetic modernism, already in the middle of
the 19 111 century proclaimed as "the progressive decline of the soul,
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the progressive dornination of matter". The wor!d of Waterlings is
the world of physics, where there is no place for hope, love, yearning,
redemption, or any kind of attributes of human consciousness; its
truth is the inevitability of the end only, not of the end as such
alone, but of the awareness of the end as well; the end of rnan's
horror as well as the end of words speaking about it: "and my
words and my hon-or would be flattened". The first-person point
of view is not coincidental, it brings in to effect the dissonance
between the emphatically immediate, existentially open address and
the cold, "anorganic" state of facts, being not only beyond good
and evil, but also beyond all that is human. In the world of physics,
the world of Baudelairean "domini on of matter", all the attributes
of human mind - from horror of the end only to the joy ofexistence
- are but tandom variables of limited duration; "the prophecy of
the circle" is another name for time-lessness, "the reign of ice" is
"the reign of the hard water // the hard rain of the straightened
circle". Silence, the mu te gaze "in to the fiat muddy water / of the
horizon". The word "horizon" in the last verse stands all by itself,
-·- ·without·anrpredicate; It·is· the sheerciiance-ofabllnaV!eWalOiie: -Stri c tly speaking, the whiteness of the UIJwritten piece of paper
can be its only poetic "correlative". When the circle is straightened,
the desert begins.
The lines "avert your gaze /when the cruel torments of
death start".- form thelaststanza, of oneof the poernsin Leaden -··-··-- ·-···----··· 0tars. Ifis alfferent with Tlie-Waierllngs: deaihis 110 long~~~'c~1:;;~1~ inhuman etc. It is not additionally defined or named in any way; as
well as for lije there is no right word for it, nothing (more) can be
--saidahoutit!'Theprophecyofthe-circle'';wlrichTaufer's··isoem
speaks about, is beyond any definitions: "and my words and my
horror would be flattened". One can verbalize one' s helplessness
alone. To go deeper from here is impossible. To choose silence,
however, is always a bad choice for poetry, being the language
medi um, and for a poet, being the voice. What remains is walking
on the edge, the sad sound of terzae-rimae fara bruised trumpet.
And shreds poems.
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2.6 Of world's end palimpsest
The cycle Little Merry Fugues about Death stands at the
end of Straightening Nails and Other Poems, and at the beginning
of Taufer's seventh new collection (three selections of his poems
were published in between) Terzae-Rimae fara Bruised Trumpet
(1985). Taufer frequently includes his older poems in his new
collections, he transfers them , "corrects" them etc., which all
testifies to the relatedness and the continuity of his opus.
One of the Little M erry Fugues about Death, introducing
Terzae-Rilnae, ends with the stanza: "death plays I with me / as
with a child". The mingling of the serious with the humourous
diction is characteristic for this poem as well as for the major part
of the coilection. By means of humour, the title itself being
humourous, Taufer succeeds in avoiding pathos. But the humour
is bitter. Terzae-rimae thematically focus on two, indistinguishably
connected, and for Taufer' s poetic constituent, "phenomena": death
and muteness. The words denth and mutenesslsilence appear in
different forms and collocations in almost each poem: "silence

IinkSTntoTwiffgfifff,···ae-afn'skeepil1g ·siTeHt' ·~ "playiJ-lgFO a··silence
bat", ,·_~-th€ silent-prophet"-, ·'-'mu.te l immensely", "death.//.for.-every
man", "death / with a poem of a deep wound". In Taufer's poetic
the way is not open yet for direct, transparent expressions of
sadness and pain, the poems of "deep wounds" are still structured
i11_tht:.\Včl)'OfP.C1Ji111P.§~§t~:Jh~.c:n1 ()fbc)!J()LiSfilt~rec!thj'QUgb.bi?.

associations with the distant echoes of the poetic worlds of
Prešeren, Murn, Vodušek, Kosovel, Kocbek, Cankar, Jenko. And
at the same tirne it is coded by means of Taufer's characteristically
sernantic ambivalence, syntactical combinatorics, minimalisrr\, and
the deconstructive "method".
Terzae-Rimae fara Bruised Trumpet testify to the
helplessness of a totalizing poetic enterprise, and set off in to "the
parchment night". The poems speak about being condemned to
solitude, and their voyage co-ordinates are circularly-spiral: "and
solitary forward backward / wondering to an fro" (Wondering to
andji·o ): until the poem, by means of self-abolishment, is condensed
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in to a cry, which announces - in the final stanzas of the poem You
are only- dissolution into silence:
the circle
oflines
o
dusty
oh dreadful
o

O is not only a graphic representation of a circle and
Taufer's "prophecy of the circle" respectively. O is the voice/the
letter of marvelling that the world is, and at once the voice/the
letter of primal horror. Of the horror of death, .which is more
horrifying than horror - and because of that, since the language is
the last, the most tenacious principle of organizing, and
consequently, of dominating th.e world of one' s life, being beyond
-·---the-languagecode:--'fhe''dtraitsm''·is"ifCaway·c:o-nfo:meo-l)y'the
doublenature of poetic texts: with Taufer each poem is at once a festival of birth and death. The festival of birth because it
recapitulates the creative act of denominating the world, which bas
the meaning of domestication, of "humanization". The fes ti val of
--.- -....... .9eaJh_because.the. words;_ofapo€tarn-aton00b:~~were!s:.Qf:m.ml's..:.-::::.::
-- ----,,s(~lf=awai=eiiess":t!1ey-exp~ess-i11~tnitiioTtheir ownmortality, of
a poet, as a man and a keeper of words, who is bound for his own
self-eradication.
ShredsPoenrs (1989), Taufer's Tatestcollection ()fpoems,
keep the "strnctural" dualism. Individual titles can be understood
asa unique recapitulation of Taufer's work up to this collection:
Tea ring up, Fragments out oj the Pannonian Sea, Poemsfrom the
Play (from Taufer's play Ulysses andSon or The World and Home,
1990), Myths, Fragments yet Picked up, Genesis. Characteristic
of the whole collection is the loosening of semantic extremities,
which enables the emotional breakouts, and thus a more distinct
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articufation of the primary existentialities, of the experience of
horror and disintegration, brought about by "the age of ice". The
thematic core of Taufer's poetry is still the destiny of a man asa
mortal being, and more and more of a man as a being of deathas
well. The writing itself turns into an act of suffering and pain: "in
the bare cuirasses of scales / move the spawn of words I through
the cave of the poet's mouth / of open wounds into the supken
world" (Atlantis).

3.0 The Labyrinth of the voyage
In Shreds Poems Taufer indirectly retums to the topography
of the world, which was featured once, at the beginning, in his
early poems. The Autumn Poem from his second collection. The
Prisoner oj Freedom started with the verse "the world is built and
static". The verse "the world is flat and barren" from Shreds Poen1s
(Atlantis) is its focussed paraphrase, and in addition, it testifies. to
somethingrnuchrnorefatal.Afteralongpoeticvoyagewhatrernams
. __ _ _·-- __ . ofapoe111 are_its pieces,.painfullx.tomQut of''openwouJ1ds'_',_out_
of ''poet:s.mouth'' .. The trnth of a poem are.its shreds. Apoem can
exist as a poem in the cracks alone, and its words are cracked
words. They announce the entrance of poetry into the world of
sounds and voices, where Jetters themselves "weave silence"
(M iserable. is who Remains Death).
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Matevž Kos
Translated by Irena Zorko Novak

• The present selection of poems is taken from ali the collections of poems by Veno
Taufer; and it finishes with his most recent, yet unpublished, poems.
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